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Atwwer all questinns.

':l

,', . , :, r r ', ': Eock queffifpAerilrrlea Vztnark" :.

' 1. If total revenue, TR, = 100 - 10@2, then what is the marginal revenue ?

(c) ,00Q;

:

6d) , rial,lbffrcie'ney. ,',,,
I :,:. :..

(C) Ivlafginal pro,fit., ' ' 
,

I

3. Lagrartgan multiplier is a/an :

,',.,
(C) Li,es below and converges with the demand curve.

,.. .', ,.. :(D) Lies below and diverges from the demanAburve.

l: , .,1 llurn over



(A) 6X2 + 6X+4., (B) 6X+6X+4.

(C) 6-X+3X+4. (D) 2X+3X+4X+10.
',i

12. 'Empirical demand curves refer to demand curves estimated from:

(A) Actual market price.- quantity olservations._

(B) ,Utilitytheory. :'
(C) The new approach to consumer theory.

(D) None of these. ":
+- (L2xr/z=6marks)
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Part B
.t

Artswer any ten questions.

Eaeh question cafibs 2 marks.

15. What is profit function ? ' ,

16. Define elasticity of.substitution,

L7. What ls optimal solution ?.

Iis.wrratiirnearit.bytinearho*oge,*,,.p"od.,ciionfunction?'t
,

19. Calculat6 MPC from the following information :
:

Income Consurrrption

L20 L20

180 170

20. Distinguish between perfect competition and imperfect competition.

2L. Briefly expl'ain the meani4g ofprice discrimination.

22. IVhat do you mean by an input output rnodel ? 
,:

23'. Explain the primal- dual relationships in the linear programming. '

24. Define production possibility curye.

(LOx2=20marks)

Part C

' ).

25. Explain the degree of homogeneity. ,i

26. Explain multivariable functions with suitable example. .

27'. Find the AP, MP and output elasticity of capital and labour for the production function :

Q = 10 Ko'? Lo'l-

28. Explain the fundamental assumptions of linear programming.

Itrr:n over
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SDfiTI SEMESTER B-A. DEGREE DGMINATION,
(CUCBCSS)

Economics

fime : Three Hours

ECO 68 I2.;MATHEMATICAL ECONOMICS
t-.

Part A

Answer sll questions.

Each question carries Yz mark.

2. For the consumption function, C = 100 + 0.83,I,.MPC is,:

1. A linear function is in th'e for,* i

(a) !=a+bx.

(c) !=axn.

(a) 100.

(c) 0.8.

3. If the tbtal revenue function is given as,

(a) *2 - s.

(c) 4x - L0.

-2P(a) 
1b0 _ 2p.

(c) - 2.

(b) 0.8y.

(d) None of the above.

R = ?,x2 - 10r, MR is :

(b) 4x.

' (d) 2x3 Loxz.

(b) Greater than unity.

(d)' 0.

ft) -2P.

100 - 2P(d) -- 2P .

Maximuin : 80 Marks

4. If change in price, either rise or fall, is followed by a fall intotal outlay, the Elasticity of demand is
said to be :

(a) Less than unity.

(c) 1.

6. For the demand function, D = 100 - 2P, price elasticity is :.

(:Dl
6*
((,

({,
.q

r.2o1d \*'.r^)------/
\fftrr46 {

Turm over
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6. The su{ficient condition for rnaximum is : :

' (c). f' (x1= g. @) f' fu) < 0.

7. Marginal utility for,the utility function TJ =2Oxa +'IxB +13x2 +L2x + 9 is :

&) 8013+ 2tx4 +26x+12.

(d) 8or3 + zlxz +'l1x.

c 60214

(a) 8or3- 7x2 -Lgx.

(c) 8ors + 12.

8. In order to maximize profit, a firm must choose the output levdl such that its :

(a) MR < MC, G) MR>MC.

(c) MR = MC. (d) MR * MC.

9. If the production function is a linear homogeneous production function then the elasticity of

(c) Less than one. (d) Equal to one. l

10. Linear ProgramTng as an economic tool was first developed and applied by :

,(c) Morgenstern. (d) Prof. W,W. Leontif.

' 11. The quantity of the sunnlf of a product at a glven price depends upon the nature of its :

(a) AC curve. 'G) 
MC curve.

vIR curve. (d) AR cunre.

L2. Input-Output analysis assumes :

(a) Increasing returns to scale. G) Diminishing returns to scale.

(c) Constant returns to scale. (d) Ngrre of th" ,borr"

(12 x\h= 6 marks)
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30.

31.

C ffi214

Calculate marglnal productivity of labour and capital from the following production functions

(i) X = L2 + 2L+ 10; (ii)X =K2 + 3K3. ' . l

32. Write a note on indifference cirrve. What are the properties of indifference curve ?

(6x5=30marks)

Part D (Essay Questions)

Answer anY two questions.

Each question carries 12 marfr,s.

33. Solve the following LPP graphically :.

Maximize Za2x1+3x2.,

subject to i\ + x2 <L
" 3x1+x2s4

x1 20, x2> 0. .. '

94. Given the utility functionU =f (*,/),the prices au.e Pt= {1. 5 andPz = Rs. 5 aqd consumer's

income foi the period is Rs. 50. Find out the cons-urqer's equilibrium level of consumption of

commodity x and.y.Also prove the conditions for m'aximization.

35. Given'the folo*ing Revenue (R) and Cost (C) functions for a fit'm R = z}q - q2 aurrd C = q2 + 8q + 2,

frnd the equilibrium level ofoutput,price, totdl revenue, totat cost and profit.

36. Given the Demand and the Average Cost Functions of a monopolistic firm as

K' p=32-Bq, AC=q+8+], whatlevelof outputmaximizestotalplofrta4dwhataretheqr

cotrespondingvaluesofR,AR,MR,C,AC,MCandProfit?.

(2 x L2 = 24 marks)
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EC 6B II-MATHEMATICAL ECONOMICS
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Time: Three Hours

Part A

Answer all questions.

1. Ttrhich of the following is not the role of an economic model ?

(b) Explanation.

(d) Measurement.

Maximum : 30 Weightage

3. Which of the following is not a property of theoretical demand function ?

(a) Continuous.

(b) Single valued function of prices and income.

(c) Always convex down.

(d) Homogeneous of degree zero in prices and income.

4. An inferior good with income effect exceeding substitution effect of a price change belongs to the

class of:

(a) Necessary good.

(c) Luxury good.

In an iso-quant it is assumed that :

(a) Output and inputs are constants.

(b) Output is constant and inputs variables.

(c) Output aod inputs are variables.

(d) The above three options are all false.

(a) Prediction.

(c) Interpretation.

(a) Double valued function.

(c) Discrete function.

(b) Single valued function.

(d) Unique function.

Normal good.

Giffen good.

(b)

(d)

I
i-

1!.

I

I

L

Turn over



7. When the riarginal products of labour and capital are given at MP" = 20 and 1![P* = 40 the

2

6. Ttre U-shape of short-run marginal cost curve reflects :

(a) Laws of Beturns to scale.

(c) Minimum level of cost.

(b) Maximum level of output.

(d) Laws ofvariable proportion.

G) - 0.5.

(d) 0.5.

(b) Product transfomation curye.

(d) Isocline.

G) Increasing returns.

(d) Nondof the above options.

(b) Power Set.

(d) Concave Set.

(b) a.

(d) Q/P.

D 41053

marginal rate of technical substitution,

(a) 2.

(c) - 2.

(a) Isoquant.

(c) Iso-costline.

(a) Universal Set.

(c) Convex Set.

(a) P.

(c) P/Q.

dK.
df, ls:

8. The locus of output combinations that can be secured from a given level of input is called :

9. A linear production activrty is characterised by :

(a) Maximum Output.

(b) Fixed proportion for inputs and output levels.

(c) MinimumCost.

(d) Variable proportion for inputs and output levels.

The rising portion of cost curve reflects the operation of:

(a) Constant returns.

(c) Diminishingreturns.

10.

11. The Optimal point in a linear programming problem is point belonging to :

L2. If the total revenue under perfect competition is given by R = PQ, the demaad curve is :

(L2xY*=Sweightage)
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Part B (Short Answer type euestions)

Answer ctll questions.

13. Define utility function.

L4. What is duality in linear progremming ?

15. What is marginal rate of.substitution ?

16. What do you mean feasible regon of production ?

L7. Define homogeneous function.

18. What is a point of inflexion ?

19. What is market equilibrium ?

20. Define discriminating monopoly.

21. How to compute consumer,s surplus ?

D 41053

R = PQ, where P and e are variable price

is determined by the price and the price

(9x 1=gweightage)

Part C (Short Essay/paragraph type euestions)
Answer any fiue questions out of seuen.

22- show that the srope of a standard indifferent curye is negative.

23' Given the demand function Q1 = Pi Pf , where P, and P, are own price and price of related good
verifr that a and B represent own price and cross price elasticity coefficients.

24' Find the level of maximum output given the production function e = qy and the cost constraint is
20x + LOy = 200, by applytng the Lagrange multiplier method.

27.

28.

25. Explain the simplex algorithm.

26. When the total revenue under monopoly is given by
and qirantity, verifr that the slope of revenue curve
elasticity of demand.

Establish the relationship between average and marginar costs.

Define income effect and substitution effect of a price change and explain how goods are classified
using these concepts.

(5x2=l0weightage)

Turn over
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Part D (Essay Questions): -

- Answer any two questians otrt of thtee.
':-'

29. pT"ire ttre demand equations for two goods given the utility function, tf = ri, r, and the budget

'F

constraint, Pr*, + Pzrz = 100.

40. Ttre Cobb-Douglas production function is specified as Q = AI{" Lp. State and explain any of the

five properties.

81. Giventhetrevenue R=f(Q) andcostfunctionsas C=f(a) deriveconditionsformavirnrrmpvsfif,.

(Zx4=Sweightage)

D 41058
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PartA

Answer all questinns'

Each questian carrics Yt weightage'

1. Ifthe percentage increase in the quantity of a commodity demanded is smaller than the percentage

fall in-its price, the coefficient of price elasticity of demand is :

(a) UtilitY theor;'.

(b) The new approach to consumer theory

(c) Actual market price quantity observations'

(d) None of these.

3. In a Linear programming problem, a feasible set of solution is one which satisff :

(a) Greater than one.

(c) Smaller than one.

(b) Equal to one.

(d) Zero.

(b) Ohjective function.

(d) Anyof the above.
.J

(a) Constraints.

(c) Both of the Above'

4. If the MRTS16 equah 2, then the MP*/ MPl is :

(a) 2.

(c) Yz.

(a) Managcriale{ficiencY.

(c) Marginal Profit.

6- The output'elasticity of labour measures :

(a) (^QY(AL).

(c) {ALY(AQ).

(b) Marginal ProdrictivitY.

(d) Marginal re'renue.

(b) (%AQ)/(%AL).'
'l

(d) (%AL)/(AL).

(b) 1.

(d) 4.

5. Given the cobb-Douglas Produetion function Q = A Ko LP' A refers to :

T\rrn over
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7. If P = 10, at the point on the demand cune where e = e.5,MR is :

(a) 5.

(c) -I [] :,,
8. when the Marlinal cost is less than average cost, the average cost is :

(a) Rises. (o) ruur. 
*'"i*t" wuDU rD '

(c) Constant. (d) None of these..
9' when the perfectly competitive firm but not the industry is in long run equilibiium :

, (a) P=MB=SMC=SAC.
(b) P =. MR = LMC = LAC.
(c) P= MR= SMC = LMC*SAC = LAC.,..v _ I..,av.

(d) P = MR = SMC = LMC * SAC = lowest point on the LAC.
10. When the demand curve is elastic, MR is :

(c) Positive. /r\ r\y^--r:-\s,, tt rrSaulyti.
11. At the point of consumer equilibrium: 

(d) Negative'

(b) The MRft" equals px pv.
(c) MU"/JP* = MUy'py.
(d) All the above.

72' when the Total product reached at its ma:<imum, Marginal product'is :(a) Zero. G) Negative.

C2L7#--Y-!
4

(c) Positive.

13. Define MRSxy.

L4. What i6 price Discrimination ?

15, . Mention two properties of Isoquant.
16. Define Elasticity of Substitution.
17. Shadow price.

' 18. Cross elasticity of Demand.
19. State mathematically Engel,s law.
20. Fixed coefficient production function.
2L. What islDual problem ?

(d) One.

Part | (Short Answer Tlpe euestions)
Answer all questions.

Each que.stion carries L wgiehtase

(l2x%=Sweightage)

'(9xl=gweightage)
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paft C (Short Essay euestions)

Answer any.five quesii,ons. \
Each question carries 2 weightage

22' A Monopolist uses an input X which he purchases at Rs. b to produce output e. His Demand and
Production function are P = 85 - 3Q, Q = ffi respectively. Determine the value of p, e and X at
which monopolist maximizes the profit.

23' Find the AP,, MP and output elasticity of capital and labour for the production functionQ=101P.[o-1 - --:-

24, Show the first and second order condition for consumer equilibrium for a given utility Function
U =/(Qr, Q2) and the budget constraint M = p1e1 + p2e2.

25' Establish the relationship between Average product and Marginal product.
26. Explain the Euler's Theorem.

27. Explain constrained output maximization for a g'e protuction function e = f (Xr, X2). subject to
cost constraint C = rrX, + r$,r+ b.

28. Elucidate the features of perfect Competition..

(5x2=l0weightage)
part D (Essay euestions)
Answer any two questions.

E ac h que s t io n" "orii i ; ;;;;", 
"29. Examine the properties of cobb- Douglas production Function.

80' Find the optimal solution for a given linear programming problem by using Simplex method :

Maximize profit Z = 2.5Xr+ ?.X,

Subject to the Constraint

Xr.+ zX.* < 8000

3l' Explain equilibrium price and output of a firm under Monopoly in the Short and long run.
(Zx4=gweightage)
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SIrTE SEMESTER B.A, DEGREE EXAIVIINATION,

(CUCBCSS_UG)

Econbmics

Time : Three Ifours

Answer all questians.

.Each 
questinn caruies Yz mark.

1. objective of linear programming for an objective function is to :

(a) Maximize or minimize.

(c) Row or column modeling.

(a) nxp.
(c) rt x n.

(b) Subset or proper set modeling.

(d) Adjacent modeling.

(b) nLxp.

(d) nxm.

(b) ArBt.

(d) BA.

(b) - 0.4.

(d) - 2.5.

Maximum:80 Marks

ECO 68 I2:_MATHEMATICAL ECONOMICS

Ansu)ers may be written either jn English or in Malayalam.

Part A

2. If the ordei" of matrix A is nz x p. And the oider of B isp x z. Then the order of AB is ?

3. When marginal costs are below average total costs ?

. 
(a) Average fixed costs are rising.

&) Average total costs are rising.

(c) Average total costs are falling.

(d) Average total costs are minimized.

4. (AB)'=t'

(a) Bt At

(c) AB.

(a) 0.4.

(c) 2.5.

5. Suppose the price of a product increases from Bs. 12 to Rs. 20 and the quantity demanded falls
from 55 a week tn  l,What is the Price Elasticity of Demand ?.

Turn over



6. In the short-run, which of the following always gets smaller as output increases ?

(a) Average fixed cost.

(c) Short:run average cost'

7. In matrices, inter-industqy demand is summarized as :

(b) Average variable cost'

(d) Short-run marginal cost'

(b) OutPut-inPutmatrix'

(d) Linearsellingmatrir'

(b) Unchanged.

(d) Added.

g. According to determinant properties, multiple of one row is added to another row

determinant:

(a) Input-outPut matrix.

(c). Linear buYrng matrix'

(a) .Changed.

(c) MultiPlied.

then

10.

9. Suppose a demand curve runs from the price a:ris to the quantity

abouts will Price Elasticity of Demand - - 1'0 ?

(a) Where the cunre meets the price axis'

(b) EverYwhere along the curve'

(c) At the mid-Point of the cunre'

axis in a straight line. Wherd

(d) Nowhere along the curve'

An isoquant that is :

(a) Further from the origin represents greater output'

(b) Flatter represents the trade-offs between inputs that are poor substitutes'

(c)Negativelyslopedrepresentsinpgtcombinationsassociatedwithstagelofproduction.

(d) All ofthe above are correct'

Thelawofdiminishingrcturnsbesinsatthelevelofoutputwhere?
(a) Marginal cost is at a minimurn'

(b) Average variable cost is at a minimum' '

(c) Average frxed cost is at a rlaximum'

(d) None of the above is correct'

L2. TWo matrices A and B are equal if :

(a) Both are rectangular

(b) Both have same order'

(c) No. of columns of A is equal to columns of B'

(d) Both have same order and equal coresponding elements'

11.

(L2 xYz= 6 marks)
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Part B (Very Short Answer Questions)
- Answer any ten qucstinns.

. Eonh qu,estian carrics 2 marks,

13. Ilefine Production possibility curve.

L4. Define Mathematical Economics.

15. Ilefine linear programming problem.

16; Define feasible solution.

17. Define Demand function.

18. Explain production function.

19. Define Marginal Revenue.

20. Define Leontief matrix.

2L. Define Investment function.

22. Define lnput-output model.

23. Define returrr'to acale.

24. Define isocost line.

(10 x2=Z}marks)

Part C (Short Essay Questions)

Answer any six questinns.

Each question earri.es 5 rnarks.

25. If D = 40 - 5p and S = 30 - p arethe demand and sirpply functions in a market show that a specific

tax of Re. 1 per unit will cause a decline in the market price.

26. Explain the conditions for maxima and minima

28. Explain the relationship between MC and AC.

29. If AB,= 6, MR = 4,find price elasticity of demand.

30. Given the line ?* + 3y = 20, find the slope and Y iirtercept.

81. Write a note on LPP.

32. Explain the irnportance ofmathematical economics.

(6x5=30marks)

Turn over
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Answer any ttto questians,

Each question carrics L2 marks.

33. If D = 150- 5P and S = 200- lOParethe demnnd and supplyfunction of amarketequilibrium
price and quantity. Show that the system is stable according to Marshall andunstable accordirigto
Walras.

84. -Maximise(Graphically)Z-= 15X, + 16\.
subject to

4X1 +6X2 < 360

8X1 +OX2 < 180---a - --- 

:

OXr +5Xz < 200

Xr,Xr ) 0

35. Two industries I and II input-output relations are given below in A with final demand vector B
(in units) :

Iil
. d=I 50 75 g= | 75

u50II 100 50

If the grossroutput increases 
" ; il:, determine the final itemani which can be satisfied..

36. A monopolist is faiing a linear demand, p = 100 - 4q. His linear cost function is giveri by
C = 50 + z}q. Calculate the equilibrium price, quantity and the maximum profit.

(Z x L2= 24 marks)


